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black and white is the first pokemon movie in the series to present the dragon as a villain, and its the
first movie in the series to make reshiram and zekrom the main protagonists of the movie. the only
problem is, reshiram and zekrom are just as one-dimensional as their counterparts from the original
series. it's a pity to see that the anime adaptation of the new pokemon movie black & white is riddled
with continuity errors. there are so many that it's almost impossible to name them all. for example, in
the 'fusion dance' episode of the anime, ash borrows pikachu's thunderbolt attack to defeat tyranitar.
but then in the movie, the attack is given to ash by a special item called the thunderstone. however,
the thunderstone was introduced in the anime just a few episodes earlier than the movie. ash and
friends take ash to the summit of the dragon's peak to celebrate the new friendship between ash and
reshiram. to celebrate, ash wants to catch a pokemon that could defeat both zekrom and reshiram in
a single battle. i’d like to recommend that you skip to the next section instead. this movie is terrible,
and its not even about pokemon. its about helping “the community” and about making the world a
better place, and it’s not even about the pokemon part. its really just about making a pokemon movie
that tells a good story. the only way you could make a better pokémon movie is to turn it into an
anime. i can only assume that reshiram and zekrom were going to be the main antagonists from the
get-go in this movie, but the script ends up going in a completely different direction. it was a very
forced twist that makes no sense and is virtually the only interesting thing about this movie. but
that’s just me. in the end, this movie is extremely disappointing because it doesnt do anything with
the story or characters. its just a boring, uninteresting, generic story that’s there for the sake of being
there.
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Overall, Black & White is inferior to the core series in terms of worldbuilding and plot structure. Its so
flawed that I wouldnt have minded that it was full of historical inaccuracies and slapdash as long as it
had some core storylines and characters to grab onto. The Pokemon movies I wanted to like, Black &
White is not. The Pokemon movies that stick with me the most are the ones that are simple and make
small inclusions of the more complex lore of the series. It reminds me of watching old cartoons as a
kid, and it was this kind of aesthetic that I hoped to replicate with the film. Its not, however, the kind
of aesthetic that the most recent Pokemon films work with. There is a solid narrative at the core, but
it feels incomplete and unfinished, and the worldbuilding is so sloppy that its difficult to get invested
in the plot. The animation is decent, but everything is cheap, and I worry about Nintendo's cutback in

production of movies and their impact on the Pokemon franchise With zero traditional narrative
structure, even the most basic Pokemon movie has the potential to become a mess. Black & White is
a film that spends about as much time on exposition as it does on the villain, which leaves two hours

of rewatching over at least three times in order to get to the end. There are so many important
sequences in this movie that you can skip entirely without missing anything, and some are actually
worse than others. The only other story that is actually less convoluted is Dragon Quest, which is

proof that even a bad idea can be executed more efficiently. Unfortunately, nobody cares about this
story. 5ec8ef588b
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